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Amazon River  Basin

Conceived as a network of preinstalled steel ropes each one of them will 
work as “stations” -refuge- one journey/half journey distant from each 
other.Ropes are anchored to nearby tree trunks at both sides of the Amazon 

River.

The adventurer has to carry-Depending of the country and specific charac-
teristics of the site- one of the described hanged tent models that Agen-
cies,Goverments and aficionados will test during the design and trial 

process.

The nature of the system represents the most valuable and interesting 
features of the Amazon for adventureres and nature lovers to admire and 

enjoy
Dynamism, tension, repetition, thus providing an infrastructure that allows 

the traveller to enjoy the secrets and beauty of the amazon.

The Amazon Canoeing Station System guarantees a 100% waste free 
environment.

Wildlife and Vegetation are preserved y using a non-agressive type of 
anchor to attach the steel cable to the trees.
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Designed with care and respect for the Amazon 
environment , the Amazon Canoeing  Station 

System takes advantage of sorrounding features 
to further increase the relationship with nature 

and protection of our fellow traveller.
...

The  Amazon Canoeing Station system  embodies 
the spirit of the nature lover and adventure 

reflected in a tensile structure made of state-of -the 
-art slacklining and mountaining material. A 6000 
km  semiemphimeral system for the delight of the 

Amazon adventurer.
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One day Journey 45/80 km   One day Journey 45/80 km   
Depending of the physical features  of the route

3 Pax Kayak

1.Anchor 5 mm aluminum, anodized

2.The Rigging System
 

Color-coordinated webbing with Marigold adjustment webbing on the 
air side

3.Cam lock buckles “Shark Fin” tensioners with stash pockets on the Cliff Cabaña

4.The Bed High tenacity double ripstop 420 packcloth
Ladder Lock bed-tensioning system (no sag)
Mesh drain patch

5.The Frame 1 1/8 inch 6061 T-6 aluminum anodized to prevent oxidization and 

galling

Marine grade shock cord
Non-corrosive nickel and grade 8 bolts

6.Corners 6061 T-6 aluminum
Wall Bumpers on wall side
Anodized
Hot Shot Connector for ease of assembly

7.Hangers 17-4, articulated stainless steel hanger
8mm (5/16”) grade 8 bolts

Hang-and-See high performance tent
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11.Kayak

2.Hang-and-see Tent.

2.Elastic fixed brake  rubber band

3.Preinstalled Rope
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Fixed Rigging System

 

1.Fixed stainless steel rope
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4.Rubber strap

5.“Gun Tackle” system  

6.Dynamic  rock climbing rope

7.Elastic high stress rubber strap

9.Hang-And-See rigging

Tree  Trunk Anchor System
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11.Marine Springwire

2’ Stainless steel high performance rope

Reinforced 1’ Rubber strap band 

1’ Stainless steel preinstalled Rope

Reinforced high stress rubber strap.

IPE  wood and stainless steel  rigging (200 kg max)

1 cm Kernmantle rope

Reinforced high performance rubber strap

Used in Boat rigging.Guarantees an elastic  behaviour 

10.Bracing to Ground
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10 TREE TRUNK

8.Preinstalled Rope 1’ Stainless steel preinstalled Rope

2’ Stainless steel high performance rope

2’ Stainless steel high performance rope

3 People Kayak
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within the structure

PLEASE DO NOT PRINT THIS BOARD HELP TO SAVE THE AMAZON

Funicular Arch 
Natural Behaviour of the Structure

One Punctual Load

Two P.L.

Three P.L.

Five P.L.

Continous 
Load

One tent - endless observatory stations 

.


